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The focal point of this presentation will be the 

the religion in Brazil known as Umbanda, a syncretic 

system of beliefs and practices which are derived from 

popular Catholicism, West African religion, Amerindian 

healing practices and French Spiritualism. rhe term Umbanda, 

as applied to this religion, has been in use only since 

V'lfvrIL though of course forms of the beliefs go back to 

Africa before the age to the Spanish and. Portuguese 

exploitations. 

In developing and writing this paper I have become 
.~ 

interested in the notion of rationalization of religion /\ .;....;..;..;;.....-;;..;;;...;;.;..;.;;~;;;;,..;;.;.~~;.......;;....;;:..,..~;...:::..~.;;;;...;:;..:.=--

as a symbol system that deals with ultimates. There are two 

aspects of rationalization that are important for our 

consideration here. Firstly, it refers to the process 

whereby morality, as applied to the supernatural world 

as well as the mundane, acquires a utilitarian character. 

What is meant by this is that the "ought" of morality 

that governs man's conduct does not find its foundation 

in a mythic paradigm,but in the rational a~ociations of 

people grouped together: not on the basis of traditional 

associations, but on the basis of common or com~lementary 

occupation s, common leisure - time associations J etc. 1 
" - The 

second aspect that is important is the way in which the 

shift from the traditional forms to the modern forms is 

accomplished. In this instance we would look at the social 

dynamics responsible for such a shift, as well as the 

explanations given by the subjects that account for the change. 

This sort of process occurs all the time in periods of transition. 
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Old symbols either disappear because they no longer fulfifl 

their function, or they acquire new meanings which 

are more in accordance with the new world view that is 

developing. t!How re-interpretation of primit.ive symbols occrs 
"1' 

and the developments of new secular frameworks which incor-

porate these symbols, in the case of Brazil and to a lesser 

extent, Japan, is the basic question of this paper. 

The first section of this paper will consist of 

a first hand account mf three types of ceremonies which 

constitute the !asic forms of practice. The total system 

within which these practices exist will also be explained. 

The second section, basically analytic in character, will 

compare aspects of the urban religion, which wewill have 
, 

j~t outlined, with the more arcahic Candomble practice 

of the Nordeste (northeast region of Brazil). The urban 

dynamics of the faith in the recent p~iOd, due to internal 

migrations, arid the outstanding incr~ase in its popularity 
l::~'fj r ;,.t' • ;: ;'",;' ~; 

recently noted, will be analized, dsing the work of 

Brazilian observers of the scene. 

In the final comparative section I would like 

to compare selected aspects of Umbanda with the growth of 

the new religious sects in Japan. By this process we 

can improve our understandingf;o' specific aspects of 

both, and possibly suggest ways in which they are indicative 

of a trend. In certain respects the case of the Japanese 

sects is more radically developed than Umbanda.This is demon-
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strated by the fact that they appear to rely to'an even l~sser 

extent in Japan upon a supernatural justification for their 

belief, relying instead upon the common desire to obtain 

happiness in the easiest way possible. 

Part 1 

The locus of the part of this essay dealing with 

Umbanda is the bustling metropolis of ~~ Paulo, located 
(~ee Hp?ev'(i;'t;'1Mf) 

in the south-east of Brasil. With a population of over 

8 million, it is the industrial and commercial center 

of the nation. As such, the chang~ .. ~ that the African :Gul t 

practice has undergone is :" probablythe most extreme of any 

city, for two reasons: It is dist~ntly separated geo-

graphically ( and historically) from the traditional 

centers of th~ ,Nordeste, in contrast to Salvador and Recife, 

and Rio de Janeiro to a lesser extent; and, it demonstrates 

the effeCts of urbanization to the most extreme degree. 

Vith these variables in mind, it is possible, with the 

correspondi~corrections of geography and degree of 

urbanization, to apply the knowledge gained from observing 

this ' specific case to other urban centers in Brazil. 

The purpose of the first section is largely descriptive. 

The reasons for this are manifold. First of all, to date 

the literature has not tended to present Umbanda as an 
/"'\ 

organi zed system, but has tended r:to t e i . .:tlle.l? focus on 
\,,,~,,,:;'fI"",.. .... 

ritual, without providing a framework, or t~~sd to present 

the various disjointed phenomena, using' historical or 

sociological terminology~ but neglecting to demonstrate 
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th~ir inter-relatedness. To correct this I would like to 
t 

divide the description into three parts. First is a ~eral 
J\ 

description of the cosmic personages that occupy the 

organizational hierarchy of Umbanda. FollowiDg that I 

would like t 4shOW how these elements of the hierarchy 

relate to the practicioners of this faith . ~hiidly, I ~ 
10 

would liket.relate how some representative rituals are 

performed. This total description can be compared to the 
, 

more archaic candomble in the subsequent analytic section . 

By comparing the two we will be able to see specifically 

what elements of the traditional practice 

proved (by experience) to be incompatible or irrelevant 

to the practice in the city. Secondly, we will be able 

to see in ~at way the elements that were retained were 

given new explanations to ensure their acceptance by 

the urb~n masses. 

A.2Cosmic Person~~£ 

The organization of spirit beings in Umbanda is 

structured wi thin a pyramidal hierarchy . A t the topps' 
1f~.A ... d~,~ j,,/ 

located the supreme God, whose name vaies according to 

the tribe of his origin. The Bantu nation ( nacao) refers 

to Him as Zambi ( not to be confused with zombie), 

while from the Yorubail. is ' lifte~the name Olorun (originally 
, 

Olodumare). At times He is understood as being equivalent 

to the Chrisitian Trinity, at other times just as the 

great Father , and still in another manner as the heafof 

the Orders of Orixas (Linhas das Orixas) . As is the 
~rur~\ 

case in some African practices, specific requests are 
1\ 
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not made to this figure; appeals are made for moral virtues ., 
and strength. to live in this world wisely. 

God, our Father, who is all powerful and goodness 
give strenth to those that are passing through the 
provocations, give the light those that search 
for the truth, putting in the hearts of mankind 
compasion and charity. 

God I Give to the voyage r the g,:i\udif.g star, 2 
to the afflicted, consolation, to the)s~ck, rest§ ••• 

Of greater importance for our understanding 

of the practice arethe Orishas. In the Yoruban reli@on, 

the Orishas were specific gods, such as Ogun,Shango,Eshu and 

Yemoja, with specifically (super)human characteristics. 

In the Yoruban ceremonies these gods took control of a 

qualified servant; in Umbanda they make their appearance Q,+{~+iV~$ 
and initiations, but certainly do not appear every week. 

They also serve an important organizational function. As 

outlined by de Camargo:) 

l-Umbanda divides itself into 7 linhas (orders), and 
each of these is headed by an Orisha/Catholic 
saint, linked to the African tradition. 
2- Each order unfolds itself into legions, phalange 
etc., which, at the lowest level of the hierarchy 
consists!)f disembodied spirits, almost 
unoticeably assuming intermediate forms on the higher 
~tbps, those closer to the national heroes and 
orishas. 

A typical way of dividing up the orders would 

i-Order of Oxala- headed by Jesus Christ 
2-0rder of Iemanja-Virgin Mary 
)-Order of the Orient ( or of Magic)-St. 

the 

4 be: 

John 
Baptist 

4-0rder of Oxossi-Saint Sebastian 
5-0rder of Shango-Saint Geronimo 
6-0rder of Ugom-Saint George(of dragon fame) 
7-African Order-Saint Ciprian 
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/ v 
These orders have speicific domains of action , and 

are in turn further subdivided. For example, the legion 
~;/ 

of Saints, heade by Christ, includes St. Anthony, St. Francis 

of A;~§.iJ'" St. Catherine, and the archangels Micahel, 

c8briel and Raphael. r\l~other Mary, in the guise of the 

chief Mother of the Waters, r ules over mermaids, spirits 

of the seas and ri¥ers, and sailor~s luck. John the Baptist 

heads the order whose population consists of Hindus, Kaballists, 

Incas, Orientals and Barbaric Europeans. The line headed by 

/ seb~ian consists of the curing spirits, former~ ~ncorporated 
as Brazilian Indians during the time of contact with the Euro-

5 pean culture . 

The homoloj ization of Catholic Saints with African 

deities is not really as odd as it may appear at first glance. 

Roger Basrtide tells us: 

.• the ~tuguese prayed to Saint Anthony to send 
rain, t~e young ladies to Saint John the Baptist to 
grant them a husband, and the old maids to iaint 
Gon«alves r hmmmm). On top of this they also asked 
their saints to aobrevia~..f! ..... ~heir time in Purgatory, 
or help them enter , by thi~r intercessions, into 
the Heavan of the Good Father and Virgin r~ary. II ,;' 

'- -'. ,) ~ - . 

The cultic (~' structtlre · of the. African belief -~~' of which we 

shall )'lave more " _t~ say ~a~er , _~lso found . its analog in the 

Catholic brotherhoods, where help was given by the saint against 

the future payment of a bargain ( donating to a shrine , light-

ing of candles, etc)~ 
The origins of the Orishas help reveal thei~ relation~ 

to the next level of the hierarchy, the disembodied spirits. 

On the one hand, the Orishas would seem to have occupied 
/ 

~ th(\j positions ever since Creation. For example , Iemanja 



is the goddes.s of the waters, Shango the god of thunder, aid 

Oxossi , that of the hunters.? But on the other hand(like the 

once living saints), it is possible for any spirits to become 

an · orisha through the process of spiritual evolution. 

Thus we h~e ~twilight category of individuals who are some· 

times called minor orishas, sometimes called merely 

? 

~.yr spirits of light, being not quite as developed as orishas. 

~ ~~ Also, there are t he cQPclos, spirits of various Brasilian 

~i ~ • 8 
""-~ ~ Indlans. 
~ • ' spirits of former slaves who became purified through their 

Also in this category exist the Fretos Velhos, evolved 

.J 
~ suffering on this planet and hence have ascended on 

the spiritual hierarchy. In the gira branca ( white 

.£.~..£§JnQ[ly (lit. : turn)! it is these ' spirits that descend to the 

mediums and give advice to the consul tees. 

On the same level, in addition to the spirits of 

light, and others not so highly developed, there are also 

beings which are maleficent, Like the orishas, they are 

divided up into seven orders, the Linhas de Quimbanda 

fBlack ri:~ agic"). They can be dis·patched to bring disease 

ann ill fortune upon enemies. The defumigation practice at the 

beginning of all Umband a ceremonies serves tOE?_~.~:~.~.!!:.~!e 

~he evil influences of these l spirits. Their master is the 

King of Eshus, the Devil (Satan, Lucifer). Since they are 

agents of evil, their power is necessary, however, to undo 

evil, and for this reason there ~xist ceremonies which make use 

of the eshus. In general these spirits are those of people that 

had done a great deal of evil during their earthly existence, 

. and are working off their debt by undoing black magic, thus 



obeying the natural tendency towards spiritual perfection, 9 

B )The Cot?J!Los in Acti<2l2-

In the candomble', peculiar to the northeast, as 

well as in the original Yoruban practice, the cult of the 

Orishas was highly developed. Specific ritual objects; 

offerings, costumes and days are important for the efficacy 
N 
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of the ceremonies. In the urban center of Sao Paulo, however:-

it is the yearly festivals of these arishas, as opposed to 

the s,teady cuI tic practice, which have become important 

events. Especially noted should be that of Iemanja, 

whose festival date is either December 8, U' ew Year's Eve~, or 

February 2, depending on the locale. The orishas also play an 

important ritual role in the initiation into the Umbanda 

priesthood. In what has been called "laying down the saint" 

r~ (deitando 0 santo), the initiate is introduced to the power 

' of an arisha in the first possession. In order to be a 

"pai-de-santo" (father of (the)saint) and lead one's own center" 

it is necessary to be introduced to each of the seven principal 

Orishas. In the congregation studied, this ceremony 

occurs every February, and one must go through a specific 

number of ~ycles of sevef"n in order to form Orr'S own terreiro 

( lit~.: Land; center, hall of worship.) In the weekly wor):{sip 

the orishas are also called on, at the beginning of the 

cermonYi to p~otect and help the believers, and purify the 

center with their presence. 

The various disembodied spirits a~e of prime importance 

in the weekly meetings. The spirits that descend are repres~ative 

of the cultures that help to make the character of the religion 
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and the Brazilian identity at its most eclectic.: black Baiana 

women and poor white cowherds of the semi-arid interior; 

Indian spirits and old black slaves. 

The Pretos Velhos (old blacks), in the majority 
are African spirits who suffered much during their 
terrestrial incarnation and for this reason are 
very pure and advanced. For thiS reason, besides 
being very humble, they know how to forgive human 
weaknesses, always being ready to give aid to 
those needing it. The Pretos Velhos, in addition 
to giving the best advice to those that take 
recourse to them, also can effect cures of sick 
brothers. In sum, the Pretos Velhos perform all 
sorts of charity.(10) 

The Caboclo Indian spirits are described a.s being also 

"spirits of great light, very helpful, who know how and when to 

act with efficiency, alwfas being ready to help those that 

take recourse to them~/racticing charity and enlivening 

v" all those that suffer'[ from spiritual effects:".11 Both 

of these spirits are consulted in the meetings to help 

decide what life decisions are to be made, as w~ll as to 

perform any healings. 

An interesting feature of the world view that explains 

the eXistenc10fsUffering, the existence of differences 

between the fortunes of different people - and the importance 

of the spiritual agents is the Law of Karma. Basically, 

karma, in its application here, refers merely to the destiny 

of a person's life. Things will be difficult if one's 

karma is heavy, as a result of bad -' behavior in the · past. 

This helps account for why some people are born into wealthy 

families and experience al~the comforts, while others 

are stricken with suffering and disease. The work 

done at the terreiros can have the effect of undoing the 
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negative aspects of one's karma •• The karmic balance of the 

dis-embodied spirits can be improved by :1) allowing them 

to perform good actions for the residents of this planet 

(annulling the black magic of others, etc.) or 2) their purifying 

suffering in a purgatory like existence on an astral plane. 12 

Souls may be re-incarnated ~ to pay for previous errors, progress 

on the spiritual path or carry out great roles in the cosmic 
V 

such 1J schme, as Christ,ahd IVIo~es. -. 
~ \J .. 

Because of their advance spiritual states, the Pretos 

Velhos f)And Caboclos possess curative powers. , here would i 
appear to be two kinds of healing rites: The first is more 

secretive and involves discharging baths and aromatic herbs. 

This practice would seem to be derived fro$ Amerindian 

curing practices. A second form of healing derives from the 

European notion of animal magnetism,made famous by Anton 

Mesme rfnd utilized by Allan Kardec, the codifier of Spiritual ~ 

ism ( also termed Kardecism). This in~olves the performance 

of passes with the hands and implements, such as beads and 

cigar smoke. In this case it must be remembered that it is 

not a power that permanently resides in the medium ~hich 

effects the cure, but the power of the possessing spirit, 

which disappears when it disappears. 

The eshu spirits are said to be the agents of the 

problems 6f -tife. Their c~lling forth for the express purpose 

of doing harm to another person is disavowed by modern Umbandists. 

It is said to be the work only of Quimbandeiros, black magicians. 

The eshus are just as numerous as the orishas, matching 

them one-for-one. 

Because of the law of karma and the n~tural evolution 
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towards spiri tual perfection tha't is part of the creed of 

Umbanda, we arriveaX the somewhat anomalous view that the~e 

evil spirits can be manipulated to do good. In the sess~s 
/ call~~for the purpose of undoing some black magic, it 

becomes necessary to use the eshus and pomba-giras (female 

aspect), because they are believed to be more powerful and the 

effective agents~4 It is important to realize that, in accordance 

with the notion of karmic retribution as it is applied, once a 

piece of black magic has been undone, its evil effects will return 

to the originator of the curse or his immediate family.15 

Thus, in~pite of the present state of balance between 
) 

the forces of good and evil, the process of evolution will 

ensure the prevailing of good in the end. It is sometimes 

said, therefore, that Umbanda exists/only to anull the 

black magic of Quimbanda. 

The sprits of Quimbanda Sho~disappear in 
2000 years due to their passage from an inferior 
plane to a su~rior plane •.. Since, therefore, if 
Quimbanda disappears,Umbanda would therefore no longer 
be necessary (emphasis mine); all that would remain 
would be the Kardecist Law, which is scientific 
and philosophic spiri tualism. (1'6) 

e)Field Observations 

The field observations serve primarily as agraphic' 

illustration of the organization which we have outlined in the 

preceding pages. This is necessary for two reasons. Firstly 

q.s ' far ', as I can determine, there do not exist any English 

sources featuring descriptions of specific ceremonies. Secondly, 

in my subsequent analysis, I would like to compare elements 
\ . 

of these ceremonies with the more archaic candomble. Specifically, 
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it will become apparent that the many traditional features are .. 
retained in the case of Umbanda, but as I hope the analysis 

will demonstrate, their importance and meaning has changed. 

This~ction consists of observations of three ceremonies. 

First is the gJra branca (white ceremony), followed by 

the gira esquerda ( the left (.sinister'~ c:_~~~:i: 
I would like to close with a brief description of the 

celebration honoring Iemanja, performed on December 31 on 

many beaches, especially those in the area of Rio de Janeiro. 

The terriro that was - involved i1the first two 

ceremonies is depicted in fi~ure L. Originally the designated 

area would have been merely a special~pot in the woods . In 

this case it is closer in appearance toa church , though 

the dancing area for the mediums is still a large sandbox , 

filled with the purest beach sand . --rhe s~~~~y leading to 
, I 

me center had a niche where candles and mo~ offerings were 

to be left. 

From several hundred feet !~~~x one can he~r ~he band , 
i \;;;1 I Oli' 

consisting of three large drums and other percussive inttruments, 

which serves as the backup for the songs and prayers being per-

formed , Each of the orishas and important subordinates has a 
-r~~. fA .. ~· 

specific rhythm and son'g. ~-b.a.~drummer is) hence) a 

rather important position. At the ~g.~_ in the cermony where 

we ent~_~d, the mediums and the caretakers( the latter called 

cambon~s) of the center were standing at the edge of the sa.nh ..,/ 

area , singing the open~ng songs, while the audience of 
. / 

consul tees WOUldrC~a.%.~Or.t_~lJ,y sing along or clap the ir hands . 
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All the mediums were dressed in pure white, even ~heir 

sneakers J wi th beads of various ~.,?E_~ and shapes. Mostjl 
f *f""'/~" ~-' 

of them were young,' some o:etY.~~,~_sly be ing uni versi ty and 

secondary school students, especially the ones that I was 

informed were still in training. The master of the 

terreiro ( mestre, pai-de-santo), is a chefuic~l engineer 

at one of Sao Paulo's water treatment plants and 'rJ9:_'2:/..I'/ Vr'~ 

been working in this center for 22 years. His wife also serves 

as a medium and is second in command; also helping 

~s an old, but very active la~ , c~lled the grandmother, dressed 

iricheckered dress, with many beads and a white turban, 
f 

/V 
The firs~ spirits to descend were the maes d'agua, 

.,. 

the water spirits. The mediums possessed ( all female) 

kneeling down before the figure of Iemanja on the ground 

leYl~ and stretching out their arms, would make a soft 

wailing sound, something like what one would imagine 

Ulysees heard as he passed the sirens, or the songs of the 

Germanic l/orelei, with whom they are often compared. Other 

spirits would come down according to a prescrjbed order. 

First after the water spirits were the cowboys. The mediums 

at this point would dance arou'dJ:;. the center wi th a kind 

of dancing shuffling, one hand behind and the other whirling 

an imaginary lasso. The Baianas would appear after them. These 

ladies are typical figures in Brasilian folklore and everyday 
f 

life. In the c~domble they often serve the role of priestesses. 

( see appendix) Th~ mediums at this point would walk, lifting 

their imaginary billowing skirts to puff them out, sometimes 

kicking their legs out behind them. The C~~~o spirits ~ 
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the next to descend, and would dance and jump about the terreiro, 

shooting invisible arrows and shouting. Their fierce 

and courageous manner served to dissuade evil spirits from 

making an appearance, 

The last spirits to decend were the ~re~~s Velnos, 

these being+~he ,spirits that would be actually consulted. 

The mediums, when possessed, would walk hunched over, 

some using a ~ane, due ' to the terrible suffering that these 

spirits had undergone, and their great humility. In all the 
~".. 

j cases posseSlon by any of the spiri ts w~s signalled by a 
-- / 

y/ rapid back and forth shaking of the ~l?'J2,er part of the body, 

followed by the characteristic style of the appropriate 

spirit. 

After the Pretos had descended the mediums were 

taken aside and prepared for consultation; foreheads 

were wiped, extra strings of beads were handed to the 
9'// , 

~ mediums. They were then le~d to their seats on the edge 

of the sandy area, and given cigars, in the case of men, 

and pipes, in the case of the Iemale mediums. The consultees 

filed into this area at this time, according to the dolored tickets 

they held, while the master reminded them that all the mediums 

were the same, that all had the same power and were equally 

effective. 

The consultation consisted of the clients telling the 

mediums about their problems . In response the mediums would 

give a bit of advice and make mystic passes, designed to 

correct the flow of etheric fluid, and would tap parts of 

. the clients' body and blow smoke. The consultation would end 
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with the clieht kissing the hand of the medium (as after An 

audience with a cardinal 17), and press it to their forehead. 

The medi~ms spoke in a very thick accent; sometimes it was 

supposed to resemble the hick-talk of the peasants of the 

interior farm lands, sometimes it was supposed to resemble 

the original African tongue, in which case the caretakers 

were necessary to translate. 

After all the consultations were finished, the mediums 

one-by-one would step back before the altar and the spirit 

would proceed to ascend. A small cross was inscribed in 

the sand wi th the right hand, afl.ry the attendants w,ould clap 

their hands or sing a wordless little tune. The spirit would 

then depart, and the medium would have a cup of coffee, change 

into street clothes and go home. 

The gira e§guerd.a that was held a week later 

contained some similar elements, but the mood established 

was very different. The lights in the center were all turned 

off, the illumination being supplied by numerous candles. The 
~ 

al¥ r with the images of the saints was covered by a red 
iAMd ~\" ,e;1 d.-e,\",c:. -e.

cloth, to prevent any contamination of the saints by the 
.'\ 

evil spiri~5.s that were to appear that night. The spirit 

that was the guardian of the master, and hence that of the 

center, is is a devilish Indian spirit called the Lord of 

the Seven Waterfalls("O Senhor das Sete Cachoeiras"). 

Belonging to the orders of eshus, therefore, he made his 

appearance that night. The master was dressed accordingly, 

in red pants and a long cape with the insignia of Sr. Sete 
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on the back , The other mediums were dressed in. red tops and 
t 

"...v " ~ blax ants. 

Since this was to be the last meeting of the year at 

which IISenhor Sete II , .. 'las to make his appearance, an addi tion' 

to the regular ceremony was performed, to purify ourselves 

for the new year and wipe out the evil we had thought and 

do~~ A 1/ chain of love rl was formed wi th all the members 

of the congregation holdings hands, expelling all the evil 

thoughts in their hearts and thinking only of the good things 

that they desired. The master, speaking as Senhor Sete, 

said he would take the good wishes back with him to the 

spirit world, where they would be put into effect. After 

a short time and some more exhortatory speeches , the congregaton ~ 
filed out of the sandy area, and sealed their wishes by 

pressing their thumb on the moon of a design that the master 

had chalked on the ground (see appendix). 

The descent of the spirits was quicker thaf in the 

white ceremony, and did not involve the different character 

types, but went directly to the eshus ( male) and pomba-giras 
~-.---~ 

(f~male) Instead of being seated, the mediucis stood up all 

the time , and smoked cigars. Their mannerisms w~re considerably 

/' different ~rom those of the previous session ; there was 

considerable shouting and cursing in deep, hoarse voices. 

In general, I was told, the spirits'were those of 

recently dead homosexuals and prostitues who were now atoning 

for their past wickedness, though some of the figures' were 

lawyers and doctors who had cheated their clients and the poor. 
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Like the Pretos Velhos, th~r language was twisted, and t~ey 
performed magical passes in the same manner, though sometimes 

with quick, snapping motions. The master during all 

this time was seated on a throne, facing away from the altar, 

givingadvice --"to .- the members of the congregation and making 

notes in his noteboooks in a l! caballisi tic '~ script, which 

reportedly took years for him to learn. As before, the 

meeting simply dissolvdd when the consultaions had all been 

finished. 

The festival honoring Iemanja is considered by most 

to be the most important one honoring any of the orishas on 

Brazil today_ The most recent celebration in Rio de Jan~iro 

and surroundi't/{ suburbs was reported to have 
--,~~""","'''''''''' ' 

attracted over two million people, including many middle 

and upper class families, in their ch~feur driven cars. V--- -t'"-.. ~" .~,"".,~~,,, 

Iemanja is described as being ? •• the personification 

of the element water. She is the lady of the springs, the 

~~ guide of the nay~ators, sailors and fishermen. She is the 

protectress of mother and all spirits. illS and she is, to 

her devotees, .1 the represen~atQ.n of maternity as a cosmic v 

principle responsible for the generation of life on this 

Earth. ft 19 

The simple ceremony honoring Iemanja is carried out on 

beaches throughout the country. Early in the morning, the 

-''\ i 
devotees start appearing and staking ptb their areas, setting 

up tents and altars. All of them were dressed in white or a 
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light blue, the colors representing this arisha. Around 

pictures or statues of the Madonna image are placed many 

candles and flowers in the sand, along with presents such 

as perfume, soap, rice powder~ and marrors. The dancing and 

singing in praise of Iemanja continues almost a~l nay, with passers-

by coming up to the mediums and receiving some purifying 

passes. 

At night individual groups of worshippers appear, and 

set up candles and flowers all along the beach, separate~ 

from the group gatherings, which they also attended . As the 

time approached midnight the dancing, singing and drumbeats 

became more and more frenetic. Then finally at midnight 

the devotees rush to the sea, bearing their giftse These 

gifts, . such ~~s floWers ~and white handkerchiefs, are either 

placed in the water directly or in candle lit boats and 

sent afloat. Belief has it that if Ieman,ja accepts the offerings 

and wishes to favor one during the coming year , the ocean 

will take it away, but if not, it will be tossed back or 

sink before one's eyes . At th~end ( or during the offering, 

the devotees dunk themselves in the sea, to purify themselves 

for the coming year , and then return home. 



Part 2 

In the second section of this paper, I would like 

to consider the appearance of Umbanda in its larger context 

as a dynamic movement present in Brazilian society today_ 

To do this it will be necessary-:-to look at the problem in 

two ways. :F'irst~we need to examine some aspects of the 

~rgp-.leJ this religion, which is located primarily in the 

Northeast re gion, resembles the cultic practice of the 

African beliefs more closely than Umbandt' and displays fewer 1:,+<,/ 

elements of either Catholicism or Spirtualism. In terms of 
, 

a tradi tonp.l':"modern continuum, the candornble can be understood 

to be midway between the traditional practice of Africa, 

into which an individual is born, and the modern mediumistic 

religions (Umbanda and Kardecism) of S~ Paulo, which is 

I~' 
a metter of conscious ado~~ion by its adherents . 

• -,.r.. 

The effects of the urban environem;tn will form the # ' 
,--... ... ,:.. ... 't:. 

second point of discusssion. Umbanda :, has increased its membership 

to a point where it should be considered a major cultural factor, 

as evidenced by i t frequent mention i.n the press, its economic 

influenece, the professed number of adherents, and the attention 

,/ it re<ii\~ves from governmental agencies. Three inter-related 
~· <"""""""H""' ." 

prime factors, plus numerous sub-factors, can be looked at 

. , 
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t 

in trying to understand Umbanda's development. Briefly, the 

shifting attitudes of both the civic and sacral authorities, 

changing from outright persecution to appeasement , and 

co-operation, is important. There is also the "moralization ll 

of what ,,¢ere purely mythic elements, facili ta ting i ~ acceptance 

by the public at large. A t httd factor present in recent 

years has been the influence of Kardecism upon the core African/ 

Catholic material. By ~Viding a scientific (as opposed 

to primitv.§Jethical system, and providing mediumistic 
, ................ .". 

possession with a cloal\: of respectability , Kardecist attitudes 

have enabled Umbanda to remove itself, ever so slowly, 

from its origins in the ~ctr~.~_E2al populations of the ci ties • . 

The path of our discussion originates in the more or 

f 

less traditional candomble of the l'T ordeste. What is meant 

by traditional, in this case, is the type of society in 

which changes occur at a relativly slow rate and its elements 

and structure are accepted simply because it is the pattern 

of the past. 20 The movement through migration, which we shall 

outline represents the first of the disrupting factors affecting 

(' 

the practice. ~riving in the urban centers of the Southeast , 

we can see two 'very basic forces at work which can effect a 

change in the practice . ~irstlw is the nature of the urban 
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environment, which is considerably diffefht from the . 
J\ 

traditional habitat. As Robert Redfield summarized the situation: 21 

Ci,,,lized communites are more heterogeneous and 
the sense of group solidarity is qualified by the 
number and 'variety of. kinds ·,of groups to which the 
individual makes attachment-~ or byth~ ' di~ficulty 
of making firm attachments to groups in some urban 
situations. 

This is one effect of the urban environment per see Another 

effect, which we shall develop to a greater extent below, 

applies to the supernatural world as well as the urban 

scene, and leads to a change in the meanings of the symbols 

used. 

Secondly, there is the effect of active repress~on 

on the part of the civic and sacral authorities. The former 

were involved inthis activity because of the association 
t 

between violent crime and the "sorce,ff" of the African 
'" 

cults; the Ch~h was opposed to :he Afr±canbeliefs because 

. ?~ \~ 
1'/ they represented a chall~0§.§_r to ~authori ty. In 

response to urbanizationrnd repression, the candomble 

transformed itself into Umbanda and facilitated its acceptance 

by the urban dwellers . 

• 'I. l ' 



A)Candomble 

In the following elucidation of the orientatior~bf 
( 

the candomble I would like to illustrate in what ways it 

is representative of the traditional world view, one that 

22 

gradually disappears as we approach the urban centers. What 

f 
y"/ is import§:~p in this regard is the personal approach to 

the practice. In the traditional communities 

few or no strangers take part in the daily life. 
So men and women are seen as persons,not as 
parts of mechanical operations, as city people 
see so many of those around them. Indeed, this 
disposition to see what is around one as 
human and personal like oneself is not in 
precivilized or primitive society, limited to 
people; a great deal of what we call "nature" 
~s more or less so regarded. The cosmos is 
personal and humanlike. ( 21) 

The Rtructure of the contra6tin~ initiations reveals these 
, 

differe~ces; in the candomble the selection and performance 

is directed by the personalized spirit world, while in 

Umbanda the adoption of the faith is a conscious decision. 

The figures of the orishas also change, from that of a 

personal protector,ttress to impersonal "moralized" cosmic 

forces. 

As we have mentioned previously, the candomble 

is basically the cultic worship of a specific orisha. Roger 

Bastide describes the structure of the cult as a I' ••• mystical 
, 

family bond which unites them from the day of initiation 

forth, so strictly that spouses sometimes come to assume 
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a secondary p-osi tion. 1,22 After the ini tia tion, ,the filha-do-
-------*--

_f?-~nto ( daughter of the saint) is only allowed to return to 

her biological family after they have bought her back from 

the priest of the center. Rules of exogamy also apply 

in this mystical family; one must marry to a person from 

a different cent~r or promised to a different orisha. 23 

The way that a person is chosen for initiation into 

the candomble is conso~n~t with the belief in the immanent 

efficacy of the orishas. Aeroli~~stones from the skies or 

strangely colored rocks that catch one's eye are signs from 

the divinities thrown in one's path. Or perhaps one becomes 

sick with one of those"strange diseases that consume one 

like a monster inside, which makes one laugh and cry without 
24 Feason and run like a madman." Or perhaps, while simply 

attending th1ceremony of a particular orisha one becomes 

possessed. These are all indications that service is to 

be rendered. Needless to say, voluntary devotion is also 

possible. 

The initiation ritua~ of the new world are not nearly 

as involved as the rites into the Yoruban cults. Bastide 

speaks of the psychological pattern that was brought over by 

the slaves: 25 

The notion is that an individual is not 
born complete; he is born by successive fragments, 
by stages, with the result that he does not die 
all at once, when he breathes his last; he also 
dies bit-by-bit. Man only exists as such when he 
possess a certain number of souls, a complete - / / 
psychological stratification; first the soul~ 
of the grandfather, then the sacred/secret name, 
then the soul of the jungle, then finally the 
orisha which lives in him like a type of guardian angel 
which visits upon him. 
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Slavery disrupted this pattern of practice by removing th~ 

African from his traditional culture and bringing together 

many groups with different beliefs and practices. But the 

psychological set remained, and with it the initiation into 

24 

the 6ult of the orishas. In accordance with the more harried 

pace of the mod~rn world, a period of 'ritual isolation might 

last only a few weeks to six months, as opposed to three 

mohths to three years in Africa. Shaving of the hair is 

still a common practice, though now confined only to the head. 

A few scars, in simple magic designs (crosses, stars, etc.)or 

in the designs belonging to specific orishas, are also made 

(see appendix). 

What I wish to emphasize is the cultic nrientation 

of this practice. As I mentioned before, one is le; d into 

the apprenticeshi~ by signs emanating from a specific 

divinity to oneself. When one is initiated into the worship 

of the orisha, mediumistic possession becomes a very specific 

matter. It is not possible for a f~lb~~Qo-s~!~1o to be 

possessed by an orisha different from the one to whom 

she is dedicated; likewise, it is rare that a filha 

will be possessed while attendi~a ceremony that does not 

t ,k.,ae place at her home center. 26 Representing some of the 
~''''' 
attitudes so importamt in the African practice, initiation 

, 
and practice in the candomble reflects a communal, personal 

attitude to -an extent that we shall not find in oulv studY of 

Umbanda farther south. 
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B) Migration 

The basic means of the transmission of the cult of 

the orish~s to the southeast has been the internal migrations 

which Brazil has constantly been subject to. Basically 

two reasons can be given for the occ~rence of these migrations. 

First of all is the low demographic density of Brasil as 

a whole. 27 The discoveries and development of mineral 

resources, cattle raising and the coffee/sugar plantations 

have all had to rely on the migration of working hands from 

the areas of higher density (the coastal regions) to th~se ~ 
... .,._"1;.,. __ .. ~""". .... ~ 

of lower density, where the resouces were being developed , 

such as Minas Gerais , and the interior of the state of 

Sao Paulo. Secondly , especially in recent years , we see a

nother migratory currEi.M. ... being established, from the 

rural areas to the urban areas .• For example, liThe net 

~igration to Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo from elsewhere in 

Brazil accounted for more than 68 percent of the population 

increase in the former and 60,percent of the population 

increase of the latter during the period 1940 to 1950. 1128 

If anything, the flow has increased with~ the explosive 

development of the urban centers . ': r.',:·'·:, : . ) ti 

The effects of the migrations, as distinct from any 

urbanization effects, is basically of two-fold importance. 

First of all, there would appear to be a greater intermixing 

of different African traditions. In the more archaic practices 

of the Nordeste, distinct differences rel~ted to the different 

tribal groups brought over from Africa and their regional 

distribution in the New World , could be observed. But in the 
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Southeast much borrowing of techniques could be'observed •• For 

example, the slave/freedman population of Sao Paulo State 

was primarily of Bantu origin. I 1contrast to the Yoruban 

Negroes, the Bantus lacked a highly developed cult of fetish 

gods and the corresponding sacrificial scheme. Th~did have, . 

however, "a cult of the dead, ance stor worship, ho/~,hold \,./ 
-~' 

deities, many other friendly and unfriendly spirits .•.• ,,29 

The resulting mixture therefore featured elements of the 

cult practice, with respect paid to the individual orishas/ 

saints, arid the technique of possessions, along with the 

importance attached to the mutiple spirits of the dead, which 

were a feature of Bantu belief, but were avoided by the 

Yorubans. 30 In addition to the mixing of African elements, 

Amerindian healing practices, utilizing purification by 

smoke and possession of the shaman figure by I ndian spirits, 

also became part of the mixture. 

Of greater importa, ce) perhaps, is that fact that 

once again, as in~he time of slavery, the practice of the 

religion was divorced from its traditional setting. In the 
, 

candomble , as we saw, the communal nature of the religion 

was all important. In the urban centers of the southeast 

this pattern was disrupted to an even greater extent tha~ previously. 

By way of illustration, Bastide speaks of the fi~·. xidity of 

the African cults: 31 
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The sacrifices and rites are addressed to 
sacred stones wi thin the Pegi [ ceremonial hous~; 
these cannot be performed without the sacerdotes 
who have undergone the initiations necessary for 
the correct performance •.• The cult is therefore 
geographically circumscribed by a sacred space 
and cannot be tran~Iocated unless the space 
translocates simultaneously. 
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t 

The presence, then, of people who participated in the candomble 

does not imply the continuation of the practice in the urban 

areas. ThA center around which the community must form 

must also be present. 

C2The Urban Environment 

As we mentioned before, the nature of the urban 

environment, however, is in opposition to the communal 

unity of this type. In traditional societies work associations 

are, more often than not, the same as the other associations 

possible: religious, political, leisure-time, etc. Modern 
~' 

environment5 tend to fra~re the individual into multiple 

associy tions, some of which may be contrad ··i;ctory. 

Also in this connection it may be said that the 
groupings of people within the primitive(=traditional) 
community is one that depends on status and on 
role, not on1 mere Qractical usefulness ••• In 
civilized societies the network of relationships 
of utility- the numbers and kinds of people who 
produce goods and services a.re so great and at such 
remote distances- tha.t many of the relationshi~ 
that keep people provided with what they use'~ 
are not involved in status at all, for those who use 
the goods.9a;they are not characterized by a foundation 
in human sentiments;they can exist even without 
the knowledge of those bound together that they 
are bound together. (32) 

Thus the natut e of the urban environment is to atomize 

tradit \ nal communities into individual units, who interact 



wi th one another on an if!lP,~E~~_2)19.1 basis. This a tomi za tioll 

and impersonalization has two important consequences for 
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~ 
cultic practice. First of all, as~have mentioned, it becomes 

difficult to establish and maintain the community struc~~e 

of the cult in the city. Figure 2 illustrates the geographic 

dispersion of members from the center of practice. The 

demands of secular employment and the conflicting demands 

of non-participating neighbors preven~ the preparation for 

and performance of all-night ceremonies. Second of all, as 

vari6us observers have pointed out, a focussing on more 

immediate cues in the environment is necessary; in the constant 

flux of the city, patterns of life cannot be taken for 

granted. The essence of the traditional society is that it 
J 

contin~s its ppecific pattern because it is accepted because 

that is the way things always have been and always will be. 

The dynamism of the urban environ~~? opposes this, with 

its emphasis on change and develQ~~ent. The traditional 

cult practice was the mainten~e of a status quo, while 

the development of the city is away from things as they are 

towards some idealized future which has never existed O~hiS 
~anetbefore.33 These opposing forces, then, help~o further 

disrupt the cul tic structre and contribute 4 to the" evolution 

of new religious stru~res that do not rely on the communal 

tv · nture of the candomble. 

" D)Repr~ion 
In addition to this disruption th~re have been active 

forces opertaing against the pracrice of the African derived 

religions. In spite of its being an ostensible racial 
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democracy, it becomes apparent, especially after reading the 
t 

works of Florestan-~Fernandes, that this does not mean racial 

equality in terms of employment or social interaction 

(for further illustration, refer to figure 3).This sometimes 

not so sUb~e fact has been reflected in the attitudes 

those i~power, both within the Church and in politics, 

the praJtice of the African cults. 

In the colonial era the negro cult was simply 
and purely confu9:d with witchcraft, and, as this 
was prohibited i~Drtugal, the royal ordinations 
which were directed against this practice were 
applied in Brazil against the gatherings of the 
negroes, which had, in the eyes of the Christians, 
because of its music, its extended dancing and 
phenomena of possession, something of the demonic 
nature. (34) 

of 

towards 

In 1738 the prior of the Benedictines in Bahia, laments that 

"the Angolas, the negroes of Saint T~omas and other places, 

even though instructed in the cathe~sm, paptized and livi~ 
in the midst of whites, have not abandoned because of this the 

superstitions which they learned in their lands, gathering 

together in hidden meetings to perform their calundus 

(sorcery).J!35 

On the whole the relationahips of the African cu.l ts ,...-,~.~.-

with the police was not a favourable one. Throughout its history 

the leaders and practicioners of the faith have been subject 

to arrest on a variety of charges, such as disturbing the 

peace, practicing medicine illegally, and fo~t~~1l_~elling.36 
Florestan Fernandes further delineates the situation; speaking 

in particular of about the turn of this century: 37 



Figure 3-Race and Occupation-From Bas~ide, The African 
Religions, p.420 

-5 black" or mulatto doctors per 1000 do6tors 

-5 black or mulatto lawyers per 1000 lawyers 
-2 black salesmen (or mulatto) per 1000 salesmen 

-±O employees of black businesses per 1000 employees 

-30 black or mulattoes in positions of corporate authoriy 
per 1000 positions, while in compensation we find 

-997 delivery boys and messengers are black, out of 1000 
delivery boys 

-999 black household serva ts per 1000 househOld se~vants. 

To further complicate the picture, it must be remembered 

that the blacks must also compete with f~~§~~iworkers for 
these positions. 



Measures were even take~ by the police to prevent 
the no~turnal revival of old ctUtoms which might 
disturb the sleep, and perhaps the decorum, of 
the white population. The cultural losses resulting 
from this were not compensated for by the acquisition 
of alternate cultural values ••• Lacking social 
autonomy to congregate on the basis of common 
cultural values of -a truly sacred and traditional 
nature, the Negro population became unable to 
maintain the purity of its cultss ••• 

Moving to the modern period, we can read a certain 
"8 Father Bonifacio writing, in 1956,J 

Being the case that the evocation of the dead 
an~ the practice of magic are grave sins, it 
is also further prohibited to practice or attend 
Umbanda ceremonies. Furthermore, it is a moral 
sin -to attend Spiritualist sessions and the magical 
practices in the houses of Umbanda ••• it is 
impossible to be an{. Umbandist and Catholic at 
the same time. 

30 

The combined factors, then, of the urban situation, which 

tended to disrupt the communal structure of the cults 

due';to its modern character, and the force of active repression 

contributed to the breakup of the African cults. In 

con~uing its existence to the present, the form of the 

practice and the understanding of the symbols used had 

consequently changed. UsLng the descriptive material 

concerning the candomble and Umbanda, in addition to 

some input conce~nt the doctrinal relationships between 

Umbanda and Kardecism, I would like to show what changes 

and adaptations we~effected •. 

E )Chang_~s-s.tructl!:.ra12r~d.- . Symbolic 

As we ~tnioned before, for any sort of practice 

resembling the African cults to survive in the new environ-
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ment, it is necessary that a center .which·cont~ins t 

the necessary knowledge of ritual forms be present. In 

the absence of a community which can transmit the forms 

and information from generation to generation, the role of 

the master of the center assumes an even greater importance. 

The spirits that descend are controlled now by his command; 

he is the only person who can receive an ~!:i~ha-J except 

during the initiation rites, when he asks them to descend 

into the initiate. It is after the gurdian spirit of 

the master the terreiro is named, not,the _other way around. 

In sum, the figure 'of the master acquires a greater charisma, 

and it is to him that all problems are referred p6 when they 

/ cannot be handle~bY the lesser mediums. 

This is not to say , however, that there is not 

supportive interaction between the members of the congregation. 

But the form has changed from a mystical sorority/ 
. . tv 

fraternity to soclal we.l.fare and malnten~e of the church 

area. For example: 39 

~, 

••• The doctrine of Umbanda could 
conceivably be resum~d in one word, and that is 
CHARITY. In thrs'~-stiperna tural doctrine, the grea te st 
and most perfect of all, we shoUld always be ready 
to do good in our brothers, if by thought, if by 
giving aid to the needy and the sick, or even by 
truly forgiving those that have done us some wrong. 

After the ceremonies we attended, the congregationand the 

mediums went their separate ways, to meet again the foloowing 
.... v · .,. " .... ,<t'_ ... 

week. The only other formalized bond was the contribution 

of dues that were set aside to maintain the center in good 

condrtion and develo p a fund for the acquisition of a new 
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center. Larger centers are able with their greater resour~es 

to enter into more institutionalized activities, such as 

elementary schools and hospitals, thus expanding the scope of 

I thier activity. But the point remains the same; the bond 
-~--"""''' • .t» ........ ...,.. 

that unites is not one of shared experience, but instead 

resembles the secular association.. of urban employment j whichis 

just one of many possible forms of association. 

Also, the initiation scheme of Umbanda is severly 
... ~·""· ........ Ir 

curtailed in comparison with the African practice and the 
, 

candomble. The time of ~clusion of the individual is minimal 

and no special markings (depilation,scars, etc.) separate 

the individual from the community at large, marking him as 

attaining a new type of being. The distinction is no longer 

really necesary, because it is believed that all persons 

can become mediums, though certain individuals display a 

certain predispostion towards communication with the spirit 

world. 40 The initiate differs from the initiate in~) the 

candomble also in that the decision to join is not 

forced by signs emanating from a personal force in the spirit 

world, but instead is effected by a conscious decision on 

the part of the convert/~~~iate. Thus, it becomes possible 

for a subject to tell a~interviewer that one became a 

Kardecist oAI Umbandist because of the faith's intellectual 

appeal, because it healed a d~sease and therefore is efficacious, 

etc., not because it was so indicated by a priest that one 

should join. 41 
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The importance of Kardecism as a rationalizing 

force cannot be overemphasized. As we have illustrated with 

our documentation, the dancing and loud -music necessary to 

induce possession are regarded with disdain as being primitive 

magic. The ~ractice of Spiritualism, in contrast, takes 

pla~e in a proper living room with the ladies and gentlemen 

engaged in their study around a table. The explanations 

that Kardecism give~ for its practice of mediumistic 

communications reflect this respectable, rational attitude. 

As ~lined by de Camargo, the principle tenets of 

Yardecism, which are also utilized by Umbandist apologists, 

involve the following: 

Spiritualism considers its doctrine to have 
been psychographed (?) [ not merely the production 
of a limited human~ The spiritualist codification 
was elaborated by compar§:tiY~~l1a=hY-sis throu~ 
syst~mC?-~ic method _~_9..on:troL_of authenticity of messag.§. 
and ratlonal criticlsm.[emphasis mine; The principal 
theses of Spirtualism are: 
l~possibility and facility in communicating with 
disembodied spiritual entities 
2)belief in reincarnation 
3)belief in the so called "Law of Cause and Effect" 

equivalent to the Hindu idea of karma. Nothing 
is fortuitous and we cannot escape the fruits 
of our actions. 

4)belief in the plurality of the inhabited worlds. 
Each world is a stage along the path of spiritual 
evolution. The ~Ea~th is a planet af ex~iation8 

5)there is no distinction between the natural 
_. and the supernatural, nor between religion and 

science. There is no grace; the relative 
progress of individuals depends on our acts 
in this and previous incarnations. 

6)charity is the principal virtue~pe~haps the 
only one-- and this virtue applies as much to 
the living as the dead-or disembodied, as they 
prefer to say 
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7)God, though existing, is far removed, and placed 
" ~at such a spiri tual distance that he is b8.rely 
visible 

8)closer to us are the guides, important in the 
spiritualist cult, which help us by their love 
(there are also evil spirits, too) 

9)Jesus Christ is viewed as a great being-the 
great~st yet to apnear onthis planet. The 
10sbel was reinterpreted in ~ Spirit~~list 
mann~r~ in a famous book by Allan Kardec. (42) 

At first glance, it would appear to us that the only 

points of agree~~ between the oldi African practice 

and the Kardecist beliefs would be the communication with 

and the multiplicity of the spirit worlds.(# 1,4 &8), 

Principle~ # 2,3, 6 and 9 were either implicit in the cultic 
, 

nature of the candomble ( and hence not codified in this 

manner), or were irrelvant to its practice. In particular, 

the notion of reincarnation ~s not necessary, though it apparently 

was an existing tradition. 43 Likewise, the position of 

Christ as the supreme spiritual entity to be incarnated was 

unimportant for the cults, which were essentially concerned 

with day-to-day problems and not oriented to a fixed, 

historical moment of salvation (#9) As we.mentioned previously, 

the importance of a supreme God was left by the wayside in 

the cults' orientation to the less omni-present but more 

immanent orishas.(lft s 7 & 8) 

As Mircea .Eliade has developed in his many writings, the 

ritual present is understood avd~axperienced by the performers 

as a return to the mythic past. By performing the primordial 

event, one returns, in effect, to the primordial time. In 

speaking of the ~~nifigance of mediumship in African practice, 

John S. Mbiti wri¥e~ : 



The spirits and divinities that possess the medium 
belong to the period of the Zamani past in general. 
By entering individuals in the Sasa period present 
in general they become our contemporaries. The 
state of mediumship is essentially one of con
temporising the past, of bringing into human 
history the "personality" of beings essentially 
bey6nd the horizon of the Sasa period. (44) 

t 

In the candomble sects this would seem to be the importance 
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of honr.-i-Ag·· ·and be ing possessed by the orishas. Bu t the notion 

of evolution, as we have seen it expressed in the gradation 

of the Umbanda hierarchy, runs counter to this notion. Robert 

Redfield took notice of the difference between these two 

visions of time,when he wrote: 

! The important statement that i~ genera~ly true 
) ~n~ relevant here.i~ ~hat.in primitive so?ieties 
~lnfluenced by C1vlllzatlon t , the future 1S seen 

as a reproduction of the. im&1iate past. ,,;.:l(rimitive /' 
education was a process by which contin~~y was 
maintained between parents and children ... Modern education 
includes heavy emphasis upon the function of 
education to create discontinuities- to turn 
the child of the peasant into a clerk, the farmer 
into a lawyer ••. (45) 

UmbctJldist apologislts are thus caught between two opposing 

tendencies . The view of the primitive world lacks the notion 

of history and evolution which is the province of the modern 

period. This ambiguity is reflected in their attitude towards 

the ritual devices so important to the cult practice. 

While m~king use of incense" cigar _smoke,and alcohol, some 

umbandists say that these are necessary only because " there 

are many spirits which, still pris! oners of matter, need an 

ambient with smoke, incense, music, etc., vJhich facilitates 

46 their appearance. 
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The aspect of Spiritualism and its applicati,on to Umbada ., ~ 

that makes apparent beyond all doubt the changes that we 
( 

have been describing is the collapse of "W1@ @oll8:~Qg o£ (f1:~e 

1/ reJie:.Q.us into the scientific spirit (#5).The supernatural now 

reflects the order of the natural world, not in that its structure 

resembles the world in its personal aspect, as was the case in 

the candomble, but in that it reflects the impersonality of 

the scientific cosmos. 47 The self-applied label of ."scientific" 

which is characteristic of Kardecism has produced changes in the 

understanding of the symbols and rituals wnich· originated 
, 

in the candomble. These changes, which we have outlined 

have facilitatedUmbaRg8~~tance, and functionality in the urban 

environment, in three ways, F~rs~,umba~~~ves as an orienting 
m\~\ co..n-1s 

model for the"" W"hich 'periodically appear; being composed of 

some arcahic practices, but featuring to ~ ~ _ signifi6ant 
..•.. ~ .... ,,... .... ~-~ ... ..-.,." .. .:. 

degree the attitu~es of the urban environment, it serves as 

a transition between the traditional world view and the modern. 

Secondw," the label of scientific and its insistence upon 

rational examination has given. mediumistic possession a 

cloak of respec-cabili ty, and this attitude . ·. has been transferred 

to the mediums of Umbanda as well. Third~ since it is CL 

science, and ostensibly not a religion, Kardecism can complement 

Catholic belief; the fusion of the two practices resembles 

Umbanda to a certain extent, and there is considerable switching 

of allegiance from Umbanda to Spiritualism and (jack again. 

The charismatic role of the masters in Umbanda is one 

feature that indicates to the poy~,'\ace that it is more primi tive 



than Kardecism , which has a democratized distribution of 

power ( no .QQe individual serves as a focal point) and 

a codified system of belief; this standardization is in 

opposition to the personal contact with a figure embodying 
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magical power. Umbanda has made a movement in this direction, 

too, in an effort to standardize the meanings of the symbols 

and the practice. Thus ip the newsp~per one can read: 

With the purpose of developing the code which shall 
,orient the synodic system (?) of Umbanda,. ·.:;~the 
second ,' Bbazilian Congress of Umbanda, '. sponsored 
by the Spiri tualist College '!Southern Cross", will 
be held in Rio de Janeiro. The agenda of the Congress 
will feature: interpretation of the Umbanda ' vocabulary, 
African mythology, aboriginal rituals,similarites 
between Indian-African and Catholic beliefs, s~rmbolism 
and ritual objects of the cults, initiation and 
sacerdotal confirmation, sorcery, fortune-telling, 
caballah and magic. (48) , 

This mO,vement is an illustration t one of the meanings 

/ o~ ratfnalization or bureaucratization of the original 

religious impulse, a development which Max Weber addressed 

himself to frequently. 

The extent and direction of 'rationalization' is 
thus measured negatively in terms of the degree 
to.' .whichmagical e le!mi:nts~. of : thought a.re di~placed 
6r positively by the extent to which ideas 
gain in systematic coherence ••• (49) 

This movement is necJf~ssary and a means of 
~ 

it serves to remove the magical, shamistic 
/I 

in the public opinion, is the force behind 

by spirits. 

6v 
adaptation be ~use 

attitude which, 

the possession 

In attempting to escape from the negative primitive 

~ssociations with the African practice, a second tendency, in 

. addition;to rationalization, has appeared, especially in 
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the writings of Umbandist apologists. Usine; scholarly 

language, the authors demostrate for us how Umbanda represents 

the highest esoteric knowledge, that has been transmitted from 

remote antiquity. For example, the African-Spiritualist 

fusion is often claimed to have emanated from ancient 

Egypt, the lost empires of Atlantis and Lemuria, or even 

d · T d· 50 Ve lC _!l.la. 

The~ -term Umbanda is of sanskrit orlgln, the most 
ancient and beautiful of all tongues, the mother~ 
tongue, so to speak, of all the languages of the 
world. It etimologv derives from aum-bandha, 
meani~ the l lmited wlthin the limitless. The 
pref~ Aum (OM) has a high metaphysical signifigance; 
it is considered sacred by all the oriental masters, 
being that it represent the Trinity in its Unity •.• 
Bandha signifies the centripetal force emanating 
from the Creator, which involves and attracts all 
creatures towards perfection. 

In a similar manner we can see how the transformation 

of the characters of the orishas represents a similar tendency 

to remove them from the primitive animism and endow them 

with a lofty moral sigriitigance. We saw how Iemanja is 
re'("SD~\ 

considered to be a prot~ress, but is also understood . '" ~ 
.~. 

a~being the creative principle of the cosmos and the principle 
i~ 

of purification which is applied in all spiritual work.51 

Oxossi, because of his identification with the martyred Saint 

Sebastian, demonstrates to us that it is only Hafter the conquering 

of the imperfections of our physical and astral bodies may 

our spirits reach the mental body and practice the superior 

life.,,52 Shango, who was the thunder god in Yoruban mythology, 

now becomes the principle of justice, rep~esented with a 

balance in his handsl weighing our actions and deciding the 

course of our soul after death. 



.
Emilio Willems, in summary, characterizes the total 

movement in thought we have outlined as 

characterized mainly by giving up African cult 
elements which were denounced by public opinion, 
as signs of ignorance and backwardness of the largely 
colored lower classes. Such cult elements were 
replaced by certain Spiritualist principles granting 
the Umbanda an intelectual respectability and 
attraction.,.Thus, one can speak of a social rise 
of the Umbanda, not only by an avalanche-like 
increase in the number of its followers, but above 
all, by the growing self-respect of its colored 
members as well as the active participation of many 
persons belonging to the upper classes.(53) 

F )Refleqtion in OpiniQD1? 
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In the final stage of our analysis, we can see the outcome 

of the transformation in belief and practice which we have 

just detailed. The result has been that at this date 

Umbanda is rarely criticized, either by the state authorities 

or Church officials. Dom Jose Pedro Costa, bishop of Uberaba, 

tells us that liThe Church has lost much time in hostilities. 

The time has now arrived to pursue, through Spiritualism, through 

Umbanda, the living elements 'which help the Church in spreading 

54 the Gospel,," And another bishop, Dom Quiron Schmits, calls 

for a return to the values which the ~piritualist and 

umbandists derived from the Church, so that the catholic will 

0/ have, within his own reli~ous conviction, the same spiritual 

and therapeutic tenef i ts which the popular re~~ions offer to 

their congregations. ,,55 

At the state level, there has been support of the now 

populan faith. The Department of Culture,Sprts and Tourism of 
....... -

the State of Sao Paulo, for example, has procla'lmed Umbanda 

festival days and provided funds, equipment and promotion 



t o facilitate its acceptance. 56 Another aspect of Umbanda~s 
importance for the federal government is the symbolic 

linkage with nationalistic sentiment which it provides •• 
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Ohico Xavier, the most important Brazilian Spiritualist to date, 

in a vision of his, gives a great place to Brazil as the land 

of the new Gospel. 57 This optimistic feeling was also c -:~ .. ' 

expressed at the first National Congress of Umbanda. Commenting 

on the necessity to recognize all the racial strains that 

compose the Brazilian character, the Congress further declared 

that /I for this reason, Umbanda, and only Umbanda, can group 

together in a harmonious unity all the colors and ethnic 

groups which have settled themselves in the American land. ,,58 tL-

In this analysis J then_, of sJ me of the dynamic aspects 

of Umbanda in Sao Paulo, I have attempted to show how some of 

the reinterpretations of the practice and symbols are due to 

the effects of dislocation, the nature of the urban/modern 

environment and the active opposition to the originally 

African-based mediumistic religion. To do this it has 

'been necessary t~ start by looking at the communal structure 

of the more archaic can~mbl~ of the Northeast region of Brazil 
1\ 

and the way this structure was disrupted in its migration. 

Examples of the pre-existing attitudes towards the practices, 

especially once removed from their traditional habitat, on 

the part of the dominant European population g were also mentioned. 

These attitudes provided some of the impetus for the changes that 

became necessary in the urban environment; lother changes in 

the structure, due to the atomizi~nature of the city, became 

evident. On the S~Olic level, attempts have been made by 
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the practicioners~o reinterpret specific aspects of the religion, 
t 

to divorce them from their roots in the primitive, "magical" 

tradition and to show how the principles are applicable to 

the general public. In doing this one of the movements 

has been toward a codification of the symbci'l system and ~ 

the explanations for the rituals. These attempts, indicated 

by :church 'arid -government response, and the increase 

in the number of adherents, appear to have facilitated Umbanda's 

acceptance by the general public. 

( '/ 

To a certain extent the situation with the occurence 

of the "new religions" or "newly risen religious sects" in 

Japan is analogous to the proc~ss that we have outlined in the 

case of Umbanda in Brazil. In our analysis of Umbanda up 

to this point we have focussed on two, closely related 

subjects. First of all, we saw how the originally mythic and 

personal symbol, and structures of the candombl~ acquired a 

rationalized explanation when it developed into Umbanda. This 

was indicated by the changing of the orishas from anthropomorphic 

beings into moral principles. The structure and practice of 

Umbanda can be said to be more rational than that of the candomble 

in that it is more definitly codified and that no great inner 

change is necessary to become an adherent; the choice is 

made through a rational decision, and not by "irrational" 

a~a. of na.ture. I believe that the case of the j\~ ew Religions 

in Japan will prove to illustrate the same movements ~ ~ .. ~ 

- ~he ~ic~ure of the traditional Japanese religion is 

.'- '.. . ,. 

- t 
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at best somewhat confusing and involved. Throughout the h~story 

of the Japanese people, we can see that religious pluralism has 

been the actual form of practice, regardless of what the 1 ~~\'V1-@vL~:c 
(::r ~ ~"Yl+vtcr. C c..'tk ~ ~ O\"tW'- ~'-Gv1L 

favored religion of the state was at anyone moment.. It 1S '6~J':Jd). 

well recognized that in examining the Japanese religious 

phenomena, one must go beyi~d the identification and characteri-.,.. 

zation of the various strands: animism, Confucianism, Shintoism, 

Buddhism and religious Taoism. It is necessary to consider 

that the same person can be married in a Shinto shrine, buried 

in a Buddhist temple, make use of an astrologer/fortune teller 

that uses Taoist notions of luck, and live according to a 

Confucian derived ethical system. Religion in Japan, in its 

traditional form, dealt with the life cycle of the individual 

within the framework"of the communi ty and the family. Thus, 

~rriageS and funerals, for example, were attended by the 

extended family and this practice continued from generation 

to generation. 

, The appear?-nce, of the New Religions has come at a 
(ro~+ \f\). N~J11 \\"\ ~~ t eaSE!c.» 

time when the t~aditional forms are displaying an increasing 

stagnation and formalization, while the Japanese society, in 

contrast, his rapidly becoming modernized. Though it is 

t~e that J1 their origins are so diversified and their later 

doctrinal syst~ms so ',complex that it is diffic~lt to make 
b 58 the New Religions do display general statements about themll " -

common characteristics inspi te ~ of , the , ·differences in the specific 

content of belief. One important point is that, instead of m 

making their appeal along hereditary or geographical traditions, 
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the New Religions make their appeal directly to ~he individual. 59 

The possible disjuncture between the traditional religion, 

which, in its plutalistic manner, dealt with the life ceremonies 

of the adherent, is avoided because the New Religions, among 

other facts, do not attempt to compet1bY providing opposing 

ceremonies, and have not claimed absolute truth to the 

exclusion of the traditional faiths. 

The later religious movements are often seen 
as spli ter groups or branches of the main 
Japanese traditions.(For example, Soka Gakkai, 
the most powerful and famous of all the New Religions, 
clearly belongs in the stream of Nichiren Buddhism.) 
Also, the new movements are not necessarily full 
fledged religions, since usually they did not 
break such age old patterns as the Buddhist funeral 
rites. In this sense they may be seen as religious 
cults or religious societies rather than inde
pendent religions wi th exclusive- claims . {~o) 

Thus, right at the beginning of the appearance of the new 

sects, we are in a position which was reached by the African 

practices only after some changes had been made. In the 

case of Umbanda, its acceptance by the nominally Catholic 

population was helped by the scientific ( non-religious) 

attitude of Kardecism and the moralization of the orishas. 

The Japanese sects do not have this problem because they 

just utilize the traditional symbols, in a more individualized 

approach that does not compete with the established faith. 

A)Symbolic Changes 

But there is no doubt that the appearance of the sects 

has undergone a change in the past. Unlike the candomble , 

the New Religions have not been associated with a sp~6ific 
I 

racial group that has been "kept in its place H in the lower 

strata of society. But though they do not have the long 
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history of repression to overcome, the new sects do have 
t 

associations wi th the 1Iless desireable" section of the Japanese 

urban society. Especially in the early years of their 

activity, membership was drawn from the lower/lower middle 

level of the urban populatQon, those that had the least 

amount of education and lacked higher i ncomes, · ~ It may 

be observed that Hone of the traits that the new sects share 

as a group is the low regard of most Japanese citizenss 

who are not members. They are frequently regarded as the 

religions of the unschooled and superstitious masse;~61 Of 

course, this is an undesireable state of affairs, and the 

leaders of these sects have tried ,to dispell this image. 

One way inthe past of doing this has been to proudly display 

the number of foreign members, especially Americans, who have 

adopted their faith, and publishing magazines, books, etc., 

in foreign languages. Another area of improvement is the 

imagery that has been projected to the public at large, 

Like the members of Japanese society as a whole, 
movement upward in social status ~eems to be eagerly 
sought by the succesful new religious sects. Sect 
teaching and ~ect leaders have changed their 
garb in ways that make them appear more and 
more respectable if still ostentatious, and less and 
less ignoraht." uncouth and ignorant. Authori ty 
has been cloaked with good purpose, of which 
world peace and the brotherhood of mankind are the 
most frequently stated goals . (62} 

Impressive projects, ·' e.specially the building of grand Halls of 

Worship, ~hich also serve as bureaucratic centers, have been 

carried on. 

The aspirations of these groups in recent years seemJf 

to have paid off. In the case of Umbanda we saw how at f~rst 

the pagan African practices were roundly denounced and 



repressed by the Church officials and the civic ~uthorities. 
t 

In the post war period in Japan, as noted in the press, much 

attention was f6cussed on· the shady activities of the New 

Religions, which have often been looked upon wi th I I contempt 

mixed with fear. 11 In 196'-1- Prime Hinister Ikeda attended a 
i:.. cermony inaugurating a new Soka Gakkai building and was 

roundly criticized in the press for doing so. Also, 

One measure of the success of the new sects, and especially 
of Soka Gakkai" is the develope~""bf' opposi tioD ,..~ 
from some of the established Buddhist sects. This 
opposition ha~ come primarily from the vigorous 
and large Jodo Shi nshu sects of Buddhism, and includes 
various pUblications that attack Soka Gakkai 
as being faulty theologically. (6J) 

But by 1966, " ••• es tablished political parties actively sought 

the support of Soka Gakkai anI/its political affiliate 

Komeito and by this time the newspapers had generally 

little to say that was unfavorable to Soka Gakkaie rr64 

As we shall point out later, the other sects have established 

themselves in Japanese socriety through similar efforts, 

involving the building of hospitals and school systems. 

One feature of these religions that is characteristic 

of ~eligi6ns that- have developed in the modern era is the 

breakdown of the radical dualism between the sacred world and 

the profane, through their equation. In Umbanda, as we 

saw, part of its appeal was due to its increasing association 

with certain principles of K~rdecism which lent it an 

air of rational credibility, which, in the eye of the city 
, 

dweller, is lacking in the more archaic candomble. Much of 

the success of the New Religions in Japan is due to a similar 

change; while maintaini;ng the symbolic ties wi th the established 



fai ths, much of the teachings _', 1ilnvolve ': belief~ ,:, that are in t 

accordance with the secularized view of the city dweller. 

"The doctrines of all the ' large sects may be said to offer a 

simple interpretaJion of the universe, an explanation 

that does not sharply distinguish the realms of the secular 

and sacred, but rather offers correct, inspired principles 
6c: 

for the conduct of life in general."..J The goal of conduct 

is quite simply happiness in day-to-day life, which one can 

obt~in by following a prescription: 

Suppose a machine which never fails to make everyone 
happy were built by the power of science or by 
medicine. Such a machine, I think, cout1i\ be sold at 
a very high price .• ~. -

But Western science has not yet produced such a ma
chine. it cannot be made. Still, such a machine 
has been in existence in this country, Japan, since 
seven hundred years ago. This is the Daigohonzon. 
t].,Jichiren Buddhism: s mandala which is used for 
chanting:] (T'-Jichiren)Daishonin made this machine 
for us common peoJ!le. He told us: "Use (the machine) 
i~ tl on v t cost you any money. if And yet, people of 
t don't want to use it becPuse they don't 
un erstand the explanation that the Daigohonzon 
is such a splendid machine. (66) 

The teachings of these groups, then are not something 

transcendental and otherworldy, but something 
l),,-
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very simple. An explanation given by founders of the m04ments 

is that after the war, ' ,)~Japanese :'society was very shaken up 

lITherefore, - 8. faith could not have any effect on the masses 

unless it was simple and plain rather than always talking 

of the essence of the doctrine. 1I67 

In Umbanda we saw how the importance of the initiation 

had declined considerably, reflecting again the breakdown 

between what were essentially two different modes of being 

and their corresponding knowledges. Likewise, the new sects 
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do not demand a great inner revolution; the forms of the t 

practice are simple and need not interfere with everyday 

business ( indeed , they 6ften improve it , according to the 

adherents . ) In Umbanda thisltdemocraticization" was signalled 

by the cahnge in the selection of mediums ~ Instead of being 
;,...--_...-..... , .... __ ......... --........... . 

chosen by the god, in Umbanda everyov€ is a possible medium, 

with v-arying degrees of innate ability. In the case of the 

the Japanese sects, the democratic i zation is achieved by openhg ~/ 

the ranks to all those that are willing to perform a simple 
ill' 

routine, such as chanting a formula a c~tain number of times 

per day. These changes in the symbolic aspects of the j~' C _ i_ .' .-': 

new sects has opened the way for their expansion and eventual 

acceptance . 

B )struct:tJ, 

The collapsing of the sacred world and the secular world 

is reflected in the activities of the new sects . In this 

respect their"J.. Dri e.fut iitiDnt 1s-:~sim±lalV :: to tMat of the Spiri tualst 

~. and Umbandist organizi"ions , which have attempted to branch out-:; 

into education and medical aid. 

Sports , aesthetics, music , education and programs 
of medicine and social welfare are variably 
emphasized} Soka Gakkai regards politics as being 
within the realm of religious activites. P L Kyodan 
and Rissho Kosei - kai operate general hospitals for 
their members and boarding schools for children 
of memers, a policy that is doubtless effective 
in assuring that the children mature to hold 
firm faith.(68) 

But one of the factors that differentiates the 
1..'1, • 

new sects from Umbanda is , in addition to their greater number 

of adherents , a highly developed organization scheme that 

can mobiliz,e the resources necessary to carry out large projects . 
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In S~ Paulo, as we saw, a ~,!!:y.~~_ designed to bring togeither 

the various terreiros was essentially lacking, though move-

ments are being made in that direction; the capital and 

brganizational skills of the small, separate centers are not 

sufficient to carry out the project or building a large urban 

hospital. 
, )11;"'" 

The Japanes sects, on the other hand, are more 

radically bureacratized in that they feature 

an organizational scheme that is extremely strong . 
structurally and effective functionally. Crganizaton, ~I 
if not doctrine, is highly rational. These are nQt 
amorphous gro'ups clustering about a leader beca~ 'v 
of his personal charisma. They are instead as 
tightly organized as an efficient modern army. Perhaps 
for lack of other suitable terms for their many 
divisions, the sects make some use of miltary 
terms ( such as butai,tai, han) for or~anizational 
units of members. (69) 

But this highly rational structure has not always been the case 

Aidistinctive feature of most of these sects is that they fotind 
. ... ' 1. , Q;~oo.(\e~ceJb'1 . . thelr orlgln In the reve atlon tnat was l ,~: · __ ; .. r:. , '; c I a spec J_ flc 

person and the original cult developed around this charismatic 

figure, the person that had the answer to their dilemnas. For 

I d · th f R· . P" • - • 70 examp e, we can rea In . e case 0 .LJ_SSnO I\.oSeJ_-KaJ_= 

According to the Buddhist doctrine, it is the 
proper discipline for each one to investigate 
the cause of suffering by oneself and to endeavour 
to extinguish sufferinG by regulating onets 
conduct in accordance with the truth ... At that time 
early post war however, the truth of cause and the 
truth of the path might be said to have been practised 
vicariously by the President of the chiefs of 
branoh chruches for others. This is meant by the 
Hissho Eosei-kai term of musubi (=to fret in touch 
with)" , I· /.'-·~ , ~ .... ": -, ~1:-' '' : , t j ,.... ..' ."; .... ,..:, ,.,,,, .. ...,', I_V :: ( 

.\:;' ~,' .'_. i 

Thus, the believers in the immediate years following WWII 
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could tap the charismatic power of the founder figure who 
t 

received the revelation. A~clear illustration of this 
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is the change in the therapeutic function~f the sects , In the 

beginning the founders, themselves bur~d~by faith of such diseases 

as tuberculosis, also helped heal their followers by faith. 

As the number of adherents increased, the <i!iJ.ring came in time . 
to be ascribed, not to the chari matic fp re, but to ~ act 

of joining the sect. f"'Y'6:\\\i..t i:::: , the notion of fai th healing 

was discouraged by the larger sects. In the case of Rissho 

~r 0 1, 0 d 71 
hosel-~al, we rea; 

The theory of phy~fr6al-mental medicine, as proposed 
by Rissho Kosei-kai, is based on the union of mind 
and body. Therfore, it is possible to cure a disease 
of the body by healing a mental illness by means of 
faith •.• Even when one's faith is elevated by 
converting one's mind, there are yet many kinds 
of physical dis~ases which cannot be cured only 
mentally .•• The :tl{-'ore, it became necessary to establish 
a clinic attached to the organization in order to 
emphasize that mental illnesses are healed by faith, 
and physical diseases by the hospital, which sounds 
very natural 

or at least natural to those that no longer believe in the 

efficacy of the charismatic figure. The development of the 

scientific medical system reflects the process of the 

rationalization of the original charismatic impulse, to 

a degree that we have not seen developed in Brazil. 

The existence of charismatic figures, following along 

the lines of thought established by Max Weber, is threatening 

to these organizations because of the tendency, evident in 

the history of religions in Japan, for new sects to form 

by fission from the original organization. Thus, we find 
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that the larger of these organizations make an effort to 

avoid higly personalized relationships, especially among 

new members and the old hands that lead them to the faith, in 

an attempt to prevent fission. Also J as the size of the S8<;ts ~ " . :.) . t' Y') 

increases and its organization becomes defined and soli~ified, 

decreasing reliance is placed upon a single leader.
72 

Summ~!Q2p~lusions 

This comparison further illustrates some changes 

that are possible in the developmerit of a religion. What I 

have tried to do in these pages is illustrate, by means of 

specific examples, some transformations that occur in the 
'} . V " symbols and strtWu'res and symbols of these relgions as they 

attempt to adapt to a modern world vie'l", one which stresses 

the importance of the individual, the movement away from 

acceptance of traditional beliefs and the utilitarian 

impersonality of the cosmos and society. The general 
/~ 

outlines that these religions that we have looked at are clealy ~~'~-' 

indicative of a modern religious attitude that is developing 

out of the old religious forms. In conclusion I would like 

to delineate some of these developments. 

First of all is the importance of the lack of traditional \ 

acceptance of past standards and the authority provided by tp.~~tJtr,;" 
traditional systems. Several effects of this fact are 

readily apparent to us. First of all, it makes these forms 

particularly susceptible to change, which has been the major 
,,' ~/ 

conC8'rn of this essay, A second i teml'(Ybecoming more and more 

apparent in the recent years, is 'the decreasing importance 

of the mediating agents. This is perhaps due to an increasingly 



mechanistic world view, ... where people are repJ aced by 

operations and things, and the uncertainties of climate, 

food provision are replaced by direct casue and effect 
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expectations. It might also~lated to an increasing 

merging of the spirit world ) the mundane world; quite clearly 

no shamanistic/priestly/oracular figures are necessary if 
( 

there ··, \s. no·:.~ gap which::.must .. be . bridged by a mediator. 

Certainly, as we have seen, the trend, as the religion~: 

become larger and organized, is away from the charismatic 

figure and greater reliance is placed on the organiza~ ion 

in and of itself. 

As both cause and effect of this, with the diminishing 

role of the ~~ial.1:x. tra~...:,t1ed agent, we can see the "democratization" 

of religious functions. Drwing its thought from spiritualist 

beliefs, we see that in Umbanda it is possible for all 

people to become mediums. Likewise, the purpose of the Japanes~ 
.~c 1 " .... ----.----,.·"~··· .. ·~-, ·· · ·" .. -"···,·,,~._·_'w.,, .. ~,= •... __ ~~~ ..... ~ ... ~ ,~.".~,, " •.. M , •• '-."~ • • "." ..... 

j'O'~\}l·l\:~;) sects is to br~,::"~",,~~,;:PP<~~1.:.~,,~.~, .. ,.~g, ,-,II§.y.~;rY.m~t.nlf. The process by , ~1'" _. __ .... ~"_._.'w.~.~~,_~ .. ~,·,._,_,," ·"~ .• "w""··" 

~ which this is accomplished is not a sudden revolution of 

one 1 s being, but instead involves a very slight change in 

attitude and practice, as indicated by the emasculated form 

of initiation and the simple formulas of the Japanese sects. 

Related to a general devaluation of the importance of 

the spirit world, one can see a tl demy..lchologi za tion" of the 

tradi tonal symbols. In the {';as~· of the African sects, the 

spirits descending changed from great gods to entities 

displaying moral virtues, finally turni~, into mere dis-emodied 

psychic entities, whose numJ.n~J .. power is minimal. The new 
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sects in Japan do not reflect any of the spl~dor o~ the Buddhist 

or Shinto cosmologies; there is virtually no reliance 

upon the my·thic element in practice . Both Umbanda and the 

Japanese sects exhibit a universalization of their focus. 

:I:he prime principle of Umbanda is supposed to be chari ty 

as a means of spiritual evolution; this is grealy contrasted 

to the highly personal cultic practice of the candomble. 

Likewise the Japanese sects represent themselves, through 

the~ varied forms of publicity, as being concerned with the 

universal brotherJtood of mankind. ~Phese movements, as well 

as others apparent in the world today, illustrate Robert bellah's 

focus on the weakening of the sacred-profane dichotomy, as well 

as the effects of popularization upon a religious movement 

that originates in the margins of ~ociety . 
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FOOTNOTES 

Brasilian pUblications are indicated by an aste~is~ All t 

translations from the Portuguese used in -~,the _-,-quotes are 
my own;.' :hence I am responsible for any distortions from the 
original. 

1)Redfield, Robert, The Primitive World and it~ Transformations 
(Ithaca: Cornell University' press~-197I y~pi). 20-21 ~----,- - -.----

~2)Felix, Candido Emanuel,£D Umbandist ga~hecism (A Cartilha 
da umbanda), (Rio de Jane iro fEdi tora Eco, 1974) , p .113 

-l:-3)de Camargo,Candido Frocopio Ferreira:. ,Kardecism and Umbanda 
(Kardecismo e Umbanda),(Sao Paulo:Livraria Pionelra Edltora, 
1961) ,p. 37 

~t-4)ibid., p.38; Fontanelle,Aluizio, Um"Q.§.nda Throug1}out ,"_~h~ 
Centuries (A Umbanda Atraves do SeculosT,(Rio de Janeiro: 
Edito~a Espiritualista,1971),pp.l~OT146 

~~ 5) Fontanelle, Umbanda, pp .142-146 

-l~6 )Bastide, Roger, The Africaf}_ "~el1E..ions ifl.]3ra.~il (As -Religioes 
Africanas no Brasil),(Sao Paulo:Livraria Pioneira editora,1971), 
pp.201-202 

*7)Felix, Cathe9is~,p.91 
8)The use of the term caboclo has varied at different times 
in Brasilian history. During the colonial period it was 
applied to the domesticated Indians; it came to be applied 
to individuals of both Indian adn European blood. In coomon 
usage today it refers to rural peasnts of the interior; in 
Umbanda it is applied to the spirits of the Indians that did 
not come under European domination. 

J''!. 9 ) F t 1 1 U b :I • 1 07 .. on ane __ e ,~a.D_~' p. 7 

*10)Felix, Cathecism,pp}18-19 

~~ 11 ) i bid. ,p. 1 9 
1~12)Fontanelle, Umbanda, pp.l09-110 

*lJ)Felix,Catechisffi,pp.l04-105 
*14)de Camargo,Kardecism,p.55 
*15)Felix,Catechism,p.23. This poin± has been confirmed in: ~ 

numerous conversations. 
';;16)Bastide, Relis;ions, p.465 

17) Or in the manner or children asking their parents' 
blessing before leaving for school; or further, in the same manner 
as the slaves asking for their master's blessing before going 
to work in the field. 

i 18)from the archive l C the daily newspaer 0 E s~~§.dQ de 
Sao .Laul<2., dated 1'2. 8 '1'1-1 

* 19)ibid. ,datecl l1./SI ~ 
20") Shils, Edward , "Tradition!!, Comp. :> tud , in Soc. and Hist., 

13 (April,'71 ), p.123 
... " '. . 
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21)Redfield, World,p.8 

~~22)Bastide, Roger, Afro-Brazilian Studies (Estudos Afro-Brasileiros), 
(Sao Paulo:Editora Perspectiva,S.A~,197J),p.249 
23 )Smi th, T. J.Jynn, Brazil: People, and _In_sti t}'-tions, (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State Universoty, 1974),p-~535 

~:. 24 )Bastide ,~~~dies, p. 253 

-:"25) ibid. ,p. 251 
-3t 26 ) i bid. ,p. 280 

27)Smith, Peopie,p.172 

28)ibid.,p.153-155 
29)ibid. ,p.536 

';~30 )de Camargo, K?-rdecsiDl, p ft 37 
*31)Bastide,Religions,p.300 

32)Redfield, World, p.9 
33)developed in Redfield, World, pp.111-138 

*34)Bastide, Religions, p~194 
*35)ibid.,pp183-184 
~l-36 )Bastide, Sty..9.-ies ,pp. 200-203 

37 )Fernandes, Florestant, The Negro ,1n j3raz.ilian SocieJx, 
(New York:Columbia University Press,19(9),p.34 

~(-38)Ar_chives dated 11/29/56 

*39)Felix, Catechis~,pp.47-48 
*40)the steps necesary to become a medium are outlined in 

de Camargo, Kar..2~ecis..ffi}pp. 29-31 
~-41) ibid .. ,p.169 
~t42) ibid. , pp7-8 
43)Mbiti, John S., African Religions and Philosophy,(Garden 
City:Anchor Books, 1970),p.215 

44 ) i bid. , P • 2:3 0 
45)Redfield, World,pp.120-121 

*46)de Camargo, Kardecsim, p.85 
47)Redfield, World,pp.106-107 

*48)Archives, dated 6/14/61 eds. 
49)Gerth,H.H. and C. Wright Mills, From~- Max Weber,(New York: 
Oxford University Press,1974 ),p.51 

{l- 50) Bastide."Jieligions, p. 443; Fontanelle, Umbanda, pp. 47-86 
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51)se above, p.17 
~52)Bastide, Relgions,p.45 

53)Willems, Emilio,"Religious Pluralism and Class Structure: 
Brazil and Chile", in Robertson, Roland, ed., Sociology of Religion, 
(Baltimore:PenguinsBooks, Inc,1972),p.211 

*54)Archives, dated 6/13/73 

*55)ibid., dated 6/14/75 
,- \ 

5~) see Willems,Pluralsim,pp.211-212 

*56)Archives, dated 6/10/73 
a *58)Bastide, Religions,p.464 
b 58)Earhart, H. Byron, Japanese Reli~ion; Unity and Div'ersity, 

(Belmont,Ca:Dickenson Publishing Co.,Inc.,1969),p.88 

59)ibid. ,p.88 
(0,.00) ibid. , p. 87 

6t)Norbeck,Edward, Religion and Society in Modern Japan:Continuity 
and Change, (Houston: Tourmaline Press, 1970) ,p .18 

62)ibid. ,p.20 

63)ibid. ,p.20 
64)But widespread opposition to the political activites of 
Soka Gakkai has continued, and resulted in the separation 
of the political organization from the original lay-folks 
organization. see Fujiwara,Hirohito, I Denounce Soka Gakkai 
(Tokyol IJ isshin Hodo,1970),p.287 ff. 

65)Norbeck,Society,p.21 
66)Murata,Kiyoki~ Ja an ' s New Buddhism. An obOective ~unt 
of Soka Gakkai,(New York:Walker Weatherhill,19 9 ,p.l0? 

6?)Rissho Kosei-kai,(Tokyo:Kosei Fub.Co.,1966),p. 

68)Norbeck, Socie.-£y,p.32 

69)ibid. ,p.2? 
70)Rissho Kosei-kai,p.15 

?l)ibid. ,p. 

?2)Norbeck,Society,p.26 
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